Breaking Barriers…
Maus: A Survivor’s Tale (Art
Spiegelman, 1972)
Maus, a biography of
Spiegelman’s father as a Holocaust survivor, is one of the
first alternative comics to
break into the mainstream after
winning a special Pulitzer in
1992. This book, reissued several times since it first appeared in the underground Raw,
helped to ratify comic art as a
literary form and to bring the
book-length comic to public attention. Maus is a key moment in
comics history, but it’s also a
moving story, masterfully
crafted and beautifully drawn.

An International Perspective
Outside North America, what
we call “alternative comics”
are the norm. Mexican historietas are set in the familiar everyday, Japanese manga (from
school stories to epic fantasy
to pornography) are acceptable for adults to read in public, and in Western Europe comics are a highbrow art form.
Often comics are used to challenge oppressive authorities or
cultural constraints. Interested readers will appreciate
some of these more innovative
and challenging foreignlanguage titles from around
the world. Highlights of the
collection include:

Le avventure africane di
Giuseppe Bergman (Milo Manara,
1990).
Literary and erotic high art; a
meta-examination of the comics
form, where the main character
often interacts with the narrator
as his story plays out. The Italian master’s masterwork, it surpasses any other Manara title.
Perak Daul Kartun (Zunar,
2009).
Collecting Gedung Kartung,
banned for seditiousness. Valuable insight into suppressed Malaysian culture.
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Bitterkomix (Knnemerer and
Botes, 1992).
A savage critique of Apartheid
and post-Apartheid racism, decried as pornographic for its
adult themes on initial publication, but continues to survive and
provide a black perspective on a
culture still affected by white
politics.
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Alternative Comics:
Defined
For most of their history,
“comic books” meant cheap 32page pulp stories whose exaggerated heroes, simplistic
plots, and assembly-line artwork appealed mainly to children. Only recently have comics geared toward adults
come to the attention of
popular culture. “Graphic novels” like Maus, Watchmen, and
Persepolis are celebrated as
great literature and high art.
But serious, artistic comics
have a much longer history
that is overlooked by a culture that had to invent a new
term before it could take
comics seriously.
Around the 1960s,
“alternative” or “underground
comix” rebelled against the
superhero-dominated kidfriendly mainstream, where
the Comics Code Authority prohibited adult themes and ambiguous morals. Alternative
comics experimented artistically, questioned social
norms, and explored everything the Code avoided. They
are the forerunners to more
complex stories in modern superhero comics, and the highart graphic novels that proliferate today.
The collection outlined
here selects from the history
of comics the most culturally
influential, artistically inspiring, and controversial works
from North America and
around the world. It provides a counter to the dominance of superheroes that
still exists on library
shelves, and offers readers

a broader understanding of the
comics world—and a whole new
world of stories to explore.
Some Comics Code Rules:






Stories may not provoke sympathy
for criminals, or distrust in law enforcement
Good must always triumph over evil,
criminals always punished
No nudity, sex, or suggestive postures in illustrations
No use of words “horror” or
“terror” in titles. No horror themes
allowed
If crime is depicted it shall be as a
sordid and unpleasant activity.

Selected Titles
In the Beginning...
Zap Comix (R. Crumb, 1968-2005)
The first true underground
comix series, a subversive appropriation of the shop-assembled
mass-market comic book format.
Stories in Zap contained satirical,
political, sexually violent and racial content that could not be
sold on mainstream newsstands.
Bearing the label, “For adult intellectuals only,” the book challenged the enforced childfriendly form of mainstream comics and birthed the underground
comix movement.

Challenging society…
Inner City Romance (Guy
Colwell, 1972)

A ghetto drama that actively
attacked racial divides. Sex
and drugs and social debate
from a rare African-American
perspective place this book in
the midst of a major social
question.
It Ain’t Me Babe (It Ain’t Me
Babe Collective, 1970)
Born out of a women’s liberation newspaper of the same
name, this was the first comic
book written and drawn entirely by women. With feministthemed stories, this book
marked the entry of women
into the world of underground
comix, in reaction to the misogynist violence masked as
humour that dominated malecreated comix, and inspired a
number of woman-made publications that focused on gender
issues and sex from the female
perspective.

Breaking the mold…
Paying For It: A comic-strip
memoir about being a john
(Chester Brown, 2011)
A starkly honest memoir
about a deeply uncomfortable
subject: abandoning romantic
love for paid sex. Not just a
look into the world of prostitution, Paying For It seriously
questions love, romance, and
social mores. Brown’s simple
artwork and self-examination
lead the reader to unexpected
conclusions, and show off the
rhetorical power of the comic
medium. One of few books
where the appendices are just
as interesting as the story.

